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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Research Background 

 

 

Today, natural gas is one of the most important fuels in our life and one of the 

principle sources of energy for many of our day-to-day needs and activities. It is 

important factor for the development of countries that have strong economies because its 

source of energy for household, industrial and commercial use, as well as to generate 

electricity. Natural gas, in itself, might be considered a very uninteresting gas - it is 

colorless, shapeless, and odorless in its pure form, but it is one of the cleanest, safest, 

and most useful of all energy sources. Natural gas is a gaseous fossil fuel. Fossil fuels 

are essentially, the remains of plants and animals and microorganisms that lived millions 

and millions of years ago. It consisting primarily of methane but including significant 

quantities of ethane, propane, butane, and pentane. Methane is a molecule made up of 

one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms, and is referred to as CH4. Natural gas is 

considered 'dry' when it is almost pure methane, having had most of the other commonly 

associated hydrocarbons removed. When other hydrocarbons are present, the natural gas 

is 'wet'[1]. 

 

 

The natural gas used by consumers is composed almost entirely of methane. 

However, natural gas found at the wellhead, although still composed primarily of 

methane, is by no means as pure. Raw natural gas comes from three types of wells: oil 

wells, gas wells, and condensate wells. Natural gas that comes from oil wells is typically 
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termed 'associated gas'. This gas can exist separate from oil in the formation (free gas), 

or dissolved in the crude oil (dissolved gas). Natural gas from gas and condensate wells, 

in which there is little or no crude oil, is termed nonassociated gas. Gas wells typically 

produce raw natural gas by itself, while condensate wells produce free natural gas along 

with a semi-liquid hydrocarbon condensate. Whatever the source of the natural gas, once 

separated from crude oil it commonly exists in raw natural gas or sour gas [2].The raw 

natural gas contains water vapor, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide, helium, 

nitrogen, and other compounds .In order to meet the requirements for a clean, dry, 

wholly gaseous fuel suitable for transmission through pipelines and distribution for 

burning by end users, the gas must go through several stages of processing, including the 

removal of entrained liquids from the gas, followed by drying to reduce water content 

[3]. 

 

 

In order to remove water content, dehydration process is used to treat the natural 

gas. Dehydration (hypohydration) is the removal of water from an object. In Physiologic 

terms, it entails a relative deficiency of water molecules in relation to other dissolved 

solutes. Gas dehydration is one of the most prominent unit operations in the natural gas 

industry. In this operation water content is removed from natural gas streams to meet 

sales specifications or other downstream gas processes such as gas liquid recovery. In 

particular, water content level in natural gas must be maintained below a certain 

threshold so as to prevent hydrate formation and minimize corrosion in transmission 

pipelines . The lifetime of a pipeline is governed by the rate at which corrosion occurs 

which is directly linked with presented of water content in gas that causing the formation 

of hydrates can reduce pipeline flow capacities, even leading to blockages, and potential 

damage to process filters , valves and compressors. That may prevented by lowered the 

content of water in natural gas and all at once save maintenance cost of pipeline [4].  
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The types of dehydration process used are absorption, adsorption, gas permeation 

and refrigeration. The most widely dehydration processes used are which usually 

involves one of two processes: either absorption, or adsorption. Absorption occurs when 

the water vapor is taken out by a dehydrating agent. Adsorption occurs when the water 

vapor is condensed and collected on the surface [5]. 

 

 

 

 

1.2  Problem Statement 

 

 

Natural gas that comes from oil wells is not totally pure but there are 

contaminants or mixtures in gas or typically termed 'associated gas’ like water vapor, 

hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide, helium, nitrogen, and other. These mixtures in 

natural gas can cause the problems for the production operation, transportation, storage 

and use of the gas. One of those contaminants is water content. This water can result in 

corrosion of pipeline and fittings in gas transmission systems and the formation of ice or 

hydrates that causing flow restriction, with resulting consequences in terms of plant 

operating efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

1.3  Objective 

 

 

To remove water content in natural gas by using triethylene glycol (TEG). 

 

 

 

 

1.4       Scope of Study 

 

 

1. Fabrication of dehydration unit.  

2. Investigate the effect of operating pressure and volumetric flowrate of natural gas 

toward dehydration. 

3. Analyze the water content is removed in natural gas. 


